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Abstract. Privacy arises to a major issue in distributed learning. Current
approaches that do not use a trusted external authority either reduce the
accuracy of the learning algorithm (e.g., by adding noise), or incur a high
performance penalty. We propose a methodology for private distributed
ML from light-weight cryptography (in short, PD-ML-Lite). We apply
our methodology to two major ML algorithms, namely non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) and singular value decomposition (SVD).
Our protocols are communication optimal, achieve the same accuracy as
their non-private counterparts, and satisfy a notion of privacy—which we
define—that is both intuitive and measurable. We use light cryptographic
tools (multi-party secure sum and normed secure sum) to build learning
algorithms rather than wrap complex learning algorithms in a heavy
multi-party computation (MPC) framework.
We showcase our algorithms’ utility and privacy for NMF on topic mod-
eling and recommender systems, and for SVD on principal component
regression, and low rank approximation.

1 Introduction

More data is better for all forms of learning. When the data is distributed among
several parties, the best learning outcome requires data sharing. However, sharing
raw data can be uneconomic and/or subject to policies or legislation. Consider
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these (distributed) ML scenarios:
Private Distributed Topic Modeling. Agencies with protected data (FBI, CIA, . . . )
must to build a peer-to-peer information retrieval system using a topic model
over all their data [TXD03,YA09].
Private Distributed Recommender Systems. Businesses with proprietary consumer
data want recommender systems that leverage data across all the businesses
without compromising the privacy of any party’s data [LSS10].

We focus on two fundamental tools for computing compact representations of
data: non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and singular value decomposition
(SVD). NMF is NP-hard [Vav09], while SVD can be solved in cubic time [GVL12].
For both tasks, there are families of algorithms with acceptable performance
in practice, e.g., for NMF [Lin07,CZA07,Ho08] and for SVD [GVL12]. Many
of these NMF heuristics can be performed efficiently even when the data is
distributed [GNHS11,DLCL14,BMPS03], and there is significant interest in dis-
tributed algorithms for SVD (e.g. [IO16]). The typical focus of such distributed
algorithms is to minimize the information that has to be communicated to obtain
the same outcome as a centralized algorithm, so these algorithms are not privacy
preserving — a critical challenge which we address here. The question we attack
is:

Can parties collectively learn from distributed data and no trusted third-
party, while ensuring: (1) Their data remains private, and (2) The
learning is comparable, ideally identical, to a centralized setting?

Organizations will only cooperate if they can improve their already existing
system, and if their data can remain private.

Privacy in Distributed Learning. Data privacy is an emerging topic in ML.
Naive solutions like data anonymization are insufficient [BS08,MEEO13]. There
are two main cryptographic tools to enhance the privacy of learning algorithms:
differential privacy (DP) and secure multi-party computation (MPC). These
methods differ in their use cases, security/privacy guarantees, and computation
overhead. In a nutshell, DP preserves the privacy of any individual record against
an external observer who sees the output of a query (no matter what side-
information he has on the data.) This is achieved by adding noise to the output,
which "flattens" any individual record’s influence, thereby hiding that record.
On the other hand, MPC allows mutually distrustful parties, each with private
data, to compute and share a function on their joint data without leaking any
other information to each other. The MPC privacy guarantee is also our aim,
and is orthogonal to DP: MPC computes the exact output and does not protect
the privacy of individual records from what might be inferrable from the output.
Thus, the decision to use DP, MPC, or something else must consider the learning
and privacy requirements of the application. We now argue why each of these
solutions is inadequate for our purposes.

Unsuitability of DP. A fundamental constraint is that the learning out-
come of the private distributed algorithm must match the centralized5 outcome,
5 Centralized refers to the optimal (non-private) outcome where all data is aggregated
for learning.



because the only reason for the distributed parties to collaborate is if they
can improve on the local learning outcome. This renders DP unsuitable for
our goals, as the addition of noise inevitably deteriorates the learning out-
come [RA12,BDMN05,RA12,WFS15,LWS15,HXZ15]. This strict accuracy re-
striction is important. For example, if adding privacy renders the distributed
recommender system less accurate than a system one party could construct from
its own data, then this party gained nothing and lost some privacy by partici-
pating in distributed learning. For completeness we include in Figure 3(c) and
Figure 4 results confirming general observations in the literature that adding noise
to obtain even moderate differential privacy results in excessive deterioration in
accuracy for distributed NMF and SVD.

Insufficiency of general MPC. In theory, MPC solves our problem: run
the optimization/inference algorithm on distributed data by executing some
type of ‘MPC byte code’ on a ‘distributed virtual machine.’ Such an algorithm-
agnostic implementation typically incurs a high communication and computation
overhead, e.g., [NIW+13]. More recently, optimized MPC protocols tailored to
private ML on distributed data were developed [KKK+16,MZ17,MR18,MG18a].
However, these rely on partially trusted third parties that take on the burden
of the computation and privacy protection. Trusted third parties are a strong
assumption in practice, a compromise we avoid.

1.1 Our Contributions.

We propose a paradigm shift in privacy preserving distributed ML. Rather than
rely on cryptography to develop (new) MPC for ML, we identify lightweight
distributed cryptographic primitives and develop new learning algorithms that
only communicate by means of these primitives. The primitives are cryptographi-
cally secure, leaking nothing about their inputs; however the output (typically an
obfuscated function of the inputs) is announced. To quantify privacy loss from
announcing the output, we adapt ideas from the noiseless privacy-preserving
literature. The idea to estimate privacy loss from a leaky MPC, using privacy-
preservation mechanisms, in particular DP, was recently also used in [MG18b]
where computation is outsourced to two semi-trusted parties (one must be honest).
We do not make any such requirement here.

We apply our methods to two classical ML-problems with a wide spectrum
of applications: Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF); and, singular value
decomposition (SVD). We demonstrate performance and privacy on typical
applications of NMF and SVD (topic modeling, recommender systems, PCA-
regression, low rank approximation).

Overview of Private Distributed NMF We give an algorithm for private,
distributed Non-negative Matrix Factorization (PD-NMF). Our algorithm allows
M parties, where each party m holds input database X(m) (non-negative matrix),
to distributedly compute an NMF for the union of their data without revealing
considerable information about any individual record beyond the output of the



NMF. Importantly, we guarantee that the output of the NMF is the same as a
centralized NMF using the aggregated data.6 The PD-NMF problem is formulated
in Figure 1.

PD-NMF. M mutually distrustful parties each have a non-negative nm× d
matrix X(m) (nm rows over d features), for m = 1, . . . ,M . The parties agree
on the feature-order. Given a rank k, each party must compute the same
non-negative row-basis T ∈ Rk×d such that:
• The sum of Frobenius reconstruction errors for each matrix X(m) onto the

basis T plus an optional regularization term is minimized:

min
T

1
2

M∑
m=1
||X(m) −W (m)T ||2F + reg(W,T ),

where W (m) is a non-negative fit of X(m) to T .
• There is no trusted third party and the peer-to-peer communication is

small (sub-linear in
∑
m nm).

• For any document x, a coalition of parties {`1, . . . , `j} given only the
communication transcript and their databases X(`1), . . . , X(`j) cannot, in
polytime, determine if x ∈ X(m), where m 6∈ {`1, . . . , `j}.

Fig. 1. PD-NMF Problem Formulation.

Remark (On exactness). Our approach crucially differs from DP-based
approaches to private distributed learning in that we insist on the exact solution
T to the NMF problem. Exactness is important. The reason party m participates
in a distributed computation it to improve their local estimate T (m) to the
centralized T that results from the full X. Noising the process corrupts the
estimate of T , which defeats that purpose. In practice the deterioration in T is
drastic.

Toward constructing such an algorithm, we adapt an existing versatile and
efficient (but non-private and non-distributed) NMF algorithm [Ho08] to the
distributed scenario. We call our adapted algorithm Private Distributed NMF,
PD-NMF. Our adaptation is carefully crafted so that parties running it need to
only communicate sums of locally computed vectors; these sums are distributively
computed by means of a very light-weigh cryptographic (MPC) primitive, namely
‘secure multiparty sum,’ denoted as SecSum. SecSum hides each party’s contri-
bution to the sum, with almost no communication overhead. The communication
is O(Mdk) per iteration in the peer-to-peer communication model, independent
of the database size n (cheaper than aggregating all data to a central server). We
prove that, from the same initialization, PD-NMF converges to exactly the same
solution as the centralized NMF. Further, we develop a new private distributed
initialization for PD-NMF which ensembles locally computed NMF models so

6 Recall that this requirement renders DP unacceptable.



that convergence is quick and to a good solution. Our distributed initialization
alone matches the quality of the centralized solution.

PD-NMF communicates the sums of intermediate results. To quantify the
leakage from revealing the intermediate sums, we adapt distributional differential
privacy (DDP), also known as noiseless DP [BBFM12,BGKS13,BF16]. Informally,
in such a notion of privacy we get a similar guarantee as in DP, i.e., indistinguisha-
bility of neighboring databases, but this guarantee is realized due to the entropy
of the data. Noisless DP is similar to DP. An adversary cannot determine whether
or not any given record is in the database any better than he can distinguish the
two neighboring databases (with and without this record). However, noiseless DP
is sensitive to both the original data distribution (indistinguishability stems from
data entropy), and to prior information. For us, privacy is with respect to other
participants in the distributed learning, hence the data of those participants is
side-information available to the adversary trying to distinguish between possible
neighbouring databases of the victim.

A major challenge is to actually estimate the distinguishing advantage
(upper bounded by the distance between the neighboring distributions).
In the simple one-shot mechanism considered in the strawman examples
of [BBFM12,BGKS13,BF16], one can analytically compute the corresponding
posterior distributions and directly calculate their distance. In distributed learn-
ing applications, even if we start with simple initial data distributions, e.g.,
uniform, each iteration of learning quickly removes any convenient structure in
the posterior, making analytical calculations intractable.

KSDP. We propose a new experimentally measurable notion of distributional
differential privacy, Kolmogorov-Smirnov Distributional Privacy (KSDP), which
is similar in spirit to DDP but uses the KS hypothesis test to quantify distance
between distributions. Loosely speaking, under KSDP, we preserve privacy if an
adversary cannot statistically distinguish between PD-NMF run on a database
with a document x versus when the database doesn’t have x. As with DDP,
KSDP relies on data entropy to preserve privacy, a weaker guarantee than DP
(DP which preserves privacy regardless of data entropy). This weaker privacy is
inevitable if the learning outcome must not be corrupted.

Overview of Private Distributed SVD Let X be an n×d real-valued matrix
(n ≥ d). The k-truncated SVD ofX isXk = UkΣkV

T
k where Uk, Vk are orthogonal

(the top-k left and right singular vectors), and Σk is diagonal, (the top-k singular
values). The row basis V Tk is important for feature extraction, spectral clustering,
regression, topic discovery, etc., because it gives optimal reconstruction of X:
‖X −Xk‖ ≤ ‖X − X̂‖ for any rank-k matrix X̂. PD-SVD asks for a private
distributed algorithm to compute Vk, see Figure 2.

We use simple block power-iterations to jointly find singular values/vectors.
Better numerical methods exist (see [Par98]), however our focus is to recover
the centralized solution privately, and simple helps. To compute the row basis
Vk, we work with the covariance matrix, XTX = V Σ2V T . It is convenient that
XTX is a sum over individual covariances, XTX =

∑M
m=1X

(m)TX(m), so linear



PD-SVD. M mutually distrustful parties each have an nm × d matrix X(m)

of nm rows over d features, sampled from an underlying distribution D. The
parties agree on the feature-order. Given a rank k: each party must compute
Vk such that:
• Vk contains the optimal ‘topics’ (as defined above) for the full data X, where
X is computed by stacking the rows of X(m),m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} into a single
matrix.
• There is no trusted third party and the peer-to-peer communication is small
(sub-linear in

∑
m nm).

• For any document x, a coalition of parties {`1, . . . , `j} given only the commu-
nication transcript and their databases X(`1), . . . , X(`j) cannot, in polytime,
determine if x ∈ X(m), where m 6∈ {`1, . . . , `j}.

Fig. 2. PD-SVD Problem Formulation.

operations on XTX can use SecSum, and communication complexities depend
on d, not n =

∑
m nm. The cryprographic challenge is to reveal only Vk, and not

Σk or Uk, as those effectively reveal the full data, or close to it. SecSum alone
can’t privately compute only Vk (and hide Σk).

There are distributed SVD algorithms obeying a variety of security constraints.
However, a persistent issue is that Σk is revealed, and these works do not address
document privacy [WKL+16,CLZ17,HNY09,You10]. To avoid revealing Σk in the
power iterations, we will use another lightweight cryptographic (MPC) module
which we denoted as NormedSecSum. (In fact, our algorithm will use both
NormedSecSum and the original SecSum.) NormedSecSum is similar to
SecSum, taking vectors xm, but instead of privately sharing the sum, it shares
the sum normalized by its `2-norm,

NormedSecSum({xm}Mm=1) = s/‖s‖2.

NormedSecSum is sightly heavier than the very lightweight SecSum. (The
overhead can be brought down to hardly noticeable by pre-processing and various
optimizations, see [DSZ15] and references therein.) Most importantly, the com-
munication cost of our algorithm depends on d, not n. The privacy of PD-SVD
is argued analogously to PD-NMF, using KSDP

Summary of Contributions.

– We propose a shift from enclosing distributed learning algorithms inside
costly MPC frameworks toward modifying learning algorithms to use only
lightweight cryptographic protocols (PD-ML-Lite).

– For two landmark machine learning problems (NMF and SVD) we show that
two extremely lightweight primitives suffice to recover the centralized solution
(SecSum and NormedSecSum).

– We introduce Kolmogorov-Smirnov Distributional Privacy (KSDP) as an
empirically estimable alternative to noiseless (aka distributional) differential
privacy.



– Extensive experiments that showcase the performance of PD-NMF and
PD-SVD in classical applications (topic modeling, recommender systems,
PCA-regression and low rank approximation). Privacy is empirically preserved
with significant learning-uplift. In contrast, differential privacy guarantees
privacy but drastically deteriorates the learning outcome, implying no upside
to participating in the distributed protocol.

Notation. X is the row-concatenation of X(m). Ai: is the ith row; A:j is the
jth column. ‖A‖1,2 are the `1 and `2 entry-wise norms and ‖A‖F is the Frobenius
norm. [A]+ projects A onto the non-negative orthant by zeroing its negative
entries. 1d is the d-dimensional vector of 1s.

2 Private Distributed NMF (PD-NMF)

Given a rank k, (locally) minimize over W,T :

E(W,T ) = 1
2‖X −WT‖2F , (1)

where W ∈ Rn×k+ , T ∈ Rk×d+ . (One can also regularize, details deferred). When
either T or W is fixed, NMF reduces to non-negative least squares. We can
write (1) as a sum of k rank-1 terms: Let residual Rt be the part of X to be
explained by topic t, Rt = X −∑k

l 6=tW:lTl: for t = 1, . . . , k. The objective E
becomes

E(W,T ) = 1

2k

k∑
t=1

‖Rt −W:tTt:‖2F
We now use a projected gradient rank one residual method (RRI-NMF) proposed
in [Ho08] to minimize E , alternating between W and T until a convergence.7 The
iterative update of each topic t is [Ho08]:

W:t ←
[RtT

T
t: − γ1n]+
||Tt:||22 + δ

t = 1, . . . , k;

Tt: ←
[WT

:t Rt − α1d]+
‖W:t‖22 + β

t = 1, . . . , k;

Tt: ← arg min
x≥0,||x||1=1

||x− Tt:||2 j = 1, . . . , k

(2)

In the last step, projection onto the simplex can be done efficiently [Con16]. The
key is that the updates of W and T decouple. The update of W is local to each
party. The update of T uses a sum over rows in X. Each party evaluates its part
of the sum (W

(m)
:t )TR

(m)
t ), and SecSum (see below) privately shares the sum.

The observed output WT
:t Rt is a sum over iid rows of X which is not sensitive to

specific rows. This ultimately gives privacy as X gets large.
Secure Multiparty Sum Protocol (SecSum). The protocol SecSum is

a standard lightweight cryptographic distributed peer-to-peer protocol (MPC)
among M parties p1, . . . , pM . It takes an input from each party a vector xm and
7 In practice, RRI-NMF and similar alternating methods [Lin07,CZA07] outperform
the original multiplicative algorithms for NMF [LS01].



Algorithm 1 PD-NMF-Iter: Private Distributed RRI-NMF, party m’s
view.
Input: Local data X(m), initial topics T , parameters α, β, γ, δ, SecSum
Output: Global topics TG

1: repeat until convergence
2: for t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} do
3: R

(m)
t ← X(m) −W (m)T +W

(m)
:t Tt:

4: W
(m)
:t ← [R

(m)
t TT

t: − γ1nm ]+/(‖Tt:‖22 + δ)

5: num← SecSum({W (m)T
:t R

(m)
t }m)

6: den← SecSum({‖W (m)
:t ‖

2

2}m)
7: Tt: ← [num− α1d]+/(den+ β)
8: Tt: ← arg minx≥0,||x||1=1 ||x− Tt:||2

outputs (to everyone) the sum
∑
m∈M xm. A party only learns this sum and no

additional information about the inputs of other parties. (For details we refer to
the full version).

Private Distributed RRI-NMF (PD-NMF-Iter). The update in (2)
combined with SecSum is a private and distributed iteration of RRI-NMF,
denoted PD-NMF-Iter. Our final algorithm for PD-NMF in Algorithm 1 first
runs PD-NMF-Init (see later) to get initial topics T0, and then iterates PD-
NMF-Iter from T0 until convergence. We give a simple but essential theorem
on the learning outcome of PD-NMF-Iter (proof deferred), which says that our
distributed algorithm mimics the centralized algorithm.

Theorem 1. Starting from the same initial topics T0, PD-NMF-Iter (Algo-
rithm 1) converges to the same solution T as the centralized RRI-NMF.

Privately Initializing T with PD-NMF-Init. As with any iterative
algorithm, RRI-NMF must be initialized. Initializing to random topics is the
simplest but doesn’t perform well. There are several state-of-the-art initialization
algorithms [BG08,KSK12,Gil14] that are comparable in efficiency and solution
quality, beating random. But, these only apply to the non-private centralized
setting. We propose a new distributed initialization algorithm PD-NMF-Init,
which uses PD-NMF-Iter as a subroutine (details deferred). Hence, the privacy
of PD-NMF-Init depends on the privacy of PD-NMF-Iter. The quality of our
new initialization is comparable to state-of-the-art. The key idea is that running
PD-NMF-Iter from appropriately weighted local topic models using random
initialization gives a very good starting point for the global topic model.

Theorem 2 (Quality and privacy of initialization). (i) Our initialization
algorithm PD-NMF-Init is private if PD-NMF-Iter is private. (ii) The output
of PD-NMF-Init is a set of topics Tinit that minimizes an (worst-case tight)
upper bound on the global NMF-objective (details deferred).



3 Private Distributed SVD (PD-SVD)

Let S = XTX = V Σ2V T be the d × d covariance matrix whose eigen-
decomposition reveals the right-singular vectors Vk. To find the top k eigenvectors
we will use block power iterations, starting with a random Gaussian initialization.
This is a non-private centralized algorithm. To ensure all parties start at the
same initial state, the parties agree on a pseudorandom number generator and
broadcast the seed. The framework of the algorithm is similar to PD-NMF, so
we give only the high-level details. The basic iteration is

vt+1 ← XTXvt/‖XTXvt‖.
Since XTXvt =

∑M
m=1X

(m)TX(m)vt, each party can compute its part
X(m)TX(m)vt and SecSum can privately share the sum. This reveals ‖XTXvt‖
the eigenvalues in Σk. To conceal Σk, we introduce a new cryptographic primitive
NormedSecSum in Algorithm 2 to privately compute and share the normalized
sum XTXvt/‖XTXvt‖ (matrix-vector multiplication and rescaling are simulta-
neously handled by NormedSecSum).

For details of NormedSecSum, we refer to the the full version of this work.
For our implementation we, we rely on a state-of-the-art off-the-self MPC frame-
work called SPDZ [BDOZ10,DPSZ11,NNOB11,KPR17]. SPDZ compiles a pro-
cedural program into an arithmetic circuit over a sufficiently large finite field.
Evaluating the circuit as a “distributed virtual machine” has an offline phase that
is data agnostic and done independently of the online phase which is efficient
(computation and communication complexity linear in M , the size of the circuit,
and the input size d). We note that one can use any off-the-self MPC compiler for
instantiating NormedSecSum. The choice of SPDZ is for convenience as (1) the
online runtime is near-optimal, and (2) newest optimizations bring the runtime of
the offline (preprocessing) phase cost down to minutes. We stress that counting
only the cost of the online phase is common in this context as, the preprocessing
is independent of the data or the learning algorithm and can be executed at any
point before the learning starts (at the cost of a linear time-memory trade-off).
Nonetheless, even counting the preprocessing cost, in practice the overhead of
NormedSecSum will be dominated by the learning complexity.

Theorem 3. (Proof deferred) The output of PD-SVD matches the centralized
non-private SVD, assuming both are initialized from the same seed. Further, only
the singular vector iterates are revealed at each iteration.

4 Privacy Analysis and KSDP

To discuss privacy it is useful to define an observable.

Observable. Suppose a distributed mechanism A is executed among several
parties. The party of interest uses database X; the concatenation of the
remaining parties’ databases is Y . Then OA,X,Y is the set of objects that a
coalition of adversaries observes from the communication transcript of A.



Algorithm 2 PD-SVD, party m’s view.
Require: nm × d matrix X(m), rank k, # iterations τ , # parties M , SecSum and

NormedSecSum.
Ensure: V̂k: estimate of top k eigenvectors of S.
1: S(m) ← X(m)TX(m); V̂ (m) ← N (0, 1√

Md
)d×k

2: V̂ ← SecSum({V̂ (m)}m)
3: for t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ}: do
4: for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}: do
5: V̂:i ← NormedSecSum({S(m)V̂:i}m)

6: V̂ ← Orthonormalize (V̂ )

Privacy requires that the (joint) observables of all iterations do not reveal
substantial information on any individual row in X. Our goal is to estimate the
information leakage from any set of observables, including the learning outcome.

Roughly, a mechanism A preserves privacy of any document x if its output
can be simulated by an x-oblivious mechanism B. So, B, without access to x,
can emit all observables OA,X,Y with a comparable probability distribution
to A. Our definition is similar to the well-accepted Distributional Differential
Privacy (DDP) [BGKS13,Gro14], which implies privacy of individual rows of
each party’s database [Kai16]. DDP is similar to DP, but uses data entropy
rather than external noise to guarantee privacy. Mathematically, mechanism A is
distributionally differentially private (without auxiliary information) for dataset
X drawn from U , and all individual rows x ∈ X if for some mechanism B,

P[A(X)] ≈ε,δ P[B(X \ {x})],
where for probability density functions f, g over sample space Ω with sigma-
algebra S ⊆ 2Ω , f ≈ε,δ g if, ∀ω ∈ S,

f(ω) ≤ eεg(ω) + δ and g(ω) ≤ eεf(ω) + δ. (3)

Adding noise to achieve DP [DR+14,BDMN05,WFS15] satisfies (3), but is invali-
dated as it deteriorates learning accuracy.8 Hence, since DP is an inapplicable
privacy model for our purposes, the next best thing to argue our protocol’s
privacy would be to theoretically compute DDP. This is intractable for complex
nonlinear iterative algorithms. We take a different, experimentally validatable
approach to DDP suitable for estimating privacy of (noiseless) mechanisms. We
introduce Kolmogorov-Smirnov (distributional) differential privacy, KSDP, which

8 Theoretical results for DP (e.g. [BBFM12]) only apply to simple mechanisms. Com-
position of these simple mechanisms needs to be examined case-by-case (e.g., in
one-party Differentially Private NMF, [LWS15] incurr a 19% loss in learning quality
when strict DP is satisfied even for ε = 0.25). In theM -party setting due to a possible
difference attack at successive iterations, each party must add noise to all observables
they emit in every iteration [RA12,HXZ15]. The empirical impact is a disaster.



may be of independent interest for situations where DDP is not-computable and
noising the outcome to guarantee privacy is not a viable option.

Intuitively, the adversary tries to determine from the (high-dimensional)
observable whether x is in the victim’s database. A standard result is that there
is a sufficient statistic σ : O × x→ R with maximum discriminative power. For
such a statistic σ and a document x, let f be the distribution of σ with observables
OA,X,Y and g be the distribution of σ with observables OB,X\{x},Y (i.e. those
emitted by a simulator B which doesn’t have access to x). Equation (3) is one
useful notion of similarity between PDFs f and g (composability being one of
the properties), but is very difficult to satisfy, let alone prove. It is also overly
strict for protecting against polynomial-time adversaries. We keep the spirit of
distributional privacy, but use a different measure of similarity. Instead of working
with PDFs, we propose measuring similarity between the corresponding CDFs F
and G using the well-known Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic over an interval [a, b],

KS(F,G) ≡ sup
x∈[a,b]

|F (x)−G(x)|.

This statistic can be used in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample test, which
outputs a p-value for the probability one would observe as large a statistic if F
and G were sampled from the same underlying distribution. We thus define our
version of distributional privacy as follows:

KS Distributional Privacy (π-KSDP). Mechanism A is π−KS Distribu-
tional Private if there exists a simulator mechanism B s.t. for all statistics
σ ∈ {σ1, σ2, . . .}, and all documents x ∈ X, the KS 2-sample test run on
ECDF(σ(OA,X,Y , x)) and ECDF(σ(OB,X\{x},Y , x)) returns p ≥ π.

In words, KSDP means the observables generated by a simulator that doesn’t
have a document x cannot be statistically distinguished from the actual algorithm
running on the database containing x. The KS-test’s p-value is a measure of
distance between two distributions which takes number of samples into account.
A high p-value means that we cannot reject that the two ECDFs are the result
of sampling from the same underlying distribution. It doesn’t mean that we can
conclude they come from the same distribution. Although hypothesis tests with
the reverse null/alternate hypothesis have been studied [Wel10], computational
efficiency and interpretability are significant challenges.

The definition of π-KSDP leads to a method for measuring the privacy of a
distributed mechanism (Algorithm 3). We stress that unlike DP, π-KSDP doesn’t
guarantee future-proof privacy against new statistics and auxiliary information.
Rather it tests if a given statistic is discriminative enough to break a weaker yet
meaningful distributional version of DP. In practice the most powerful statistic
σ is not known. Still, we may consider a family of plausible statistics and take
infσ π-KSDP(σ). An advantage of Algorithm 3 is that samples can be generated,
stored, and re-used to test many different statistics quickly. Furthermore, it is
suitable as a defensive algorithm for identifying sensitive documents x, which can
be excluded from distributed learning if needed. Effective simulators B are to run
A but either replace x by a random document, or sample n random documents



Algorithm 3 Measuring π-KSDP.
Require: Mechanism f , set of statistics S, database X, document x, number of

samples per document t.
Ensure: Minimum p-value for all statistics.
1: Determine what the observables of f are.
2: Generate database sub-samples {X ′i}ti=1, X ′i ⊆ X
3: Evaluate the mechanism f(X ′i ∪ {x}) for all i.
4: Generate d.b. sub-samples {Yi}ti=1, Yi ⊆ X \ {x}
5: Evaluate the mechanism f(Yi) for all i.
6: Set π ← 1
7: for each s ∈ S do:
8: w/ ← ECDF({s(f(Xi), x)}ti=1).
9: w/o ← ECDF({s(f(Yi), x)}ti=1).
10: p← KS 2 sample test on w/ and w/o.
11: π ← min(p, π)

12: return π

to create an entirely new database. In our experiments we use such a simulator
and Algorithm 3 to demonstrate that PD-NMF and PD-SVD satisfy π-KSDP.

5 Experimental Results

On classical ML problems, we validate the accuracy and privacy of PD-NMF
and PD-SVD, in comparison to the common technique of applying DP noise in
each iteration.

5.1 Privacy and Accuracy of PD-NMF

We give empirical evidence to support three claims:

1. Our private initialization PD-NMF-Init yields equivalent results to state-of-
the-art non-private initialization.

2. PD-NMF produces significant learning-upflit for cooperative distributed
learning versus local learning. Noise-based DP hurts the learning.

3. PD-NMF satisfies π-KSDP, while preserving the centralized learning out-
come.

1. Equivalence of Initialization. We compare PD-NMF-Init to other
distributed and centralized initializations for NMF, including the state-of-the-art
non-private initializatio nnnsvd [BG08]. We tried several data sets, varied number
of parties and choices for the rank k and averaged the results over multiple trials
(details deferred). The table below shows results for NMF-topic modeling using
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Fig. 3. % learning-uplift for different k. (a) Topic modeling on Enron data. (b) Rec-
ommender systems on ML-1M. (c) Deterioration of learning for (ε, δ)-DP inside the
NMF algorithm (Gaussian noise for generous parameters: ε = 0.25 and δ = 0.01) The
cooperative outcome with DP is worse than a party’s local model. (Known issue with
DP, see [HXZ15,RA12]).

standard metrics on a held out test set [RBH15,GS04].
Algorithm Fro. Error Coherence Perplexity
best of M** 8110.7 16.9 44.8

nnsvd 7903.5 16.9 43.8
random 8216.1 16.5 43.9

random2x** 7919.8 16.9 43.8
PD-NMF-Init 7907.9 17.0 43.8

* Best of M initializes with the best local model
** random2x is random with twice as many iterations.

PD-NMF-Init and nnsvd [BG08] are in an equivalence class above the the other
benchmarks. Recommender system results are qualitatively similar.

Nugget: PD-NMF-Init is competitive with state-of-the-art non-private ini-
tialization schemes for NMF.

2. Improved Learning Outcome. NMF can be used for topic modeling
(TM) and recommender systems (RS), we defer the details.9 For topic modeling
we use the Enron dataset and for recommender systems we use MovieLens-
1M dataset [mov]. The benchmark is the RMSE achievable from local learning
(averaged over parties). The % improvement in RMSE over the benchmark for
PD-NMF based private distributed learning is in Figure 3(a,b). For completeness
we show the deterioration of learning outcome for noise based differential privacy
in Figure 3(c).

Nugget: Significant learning-uplift results from using the combined data,
if it can be done privately. Noise based DP at a moderate level of privacy is
detrimental to learning.

2. Privacy of PD-NMF. In the worst case, with 2 parties, the adversary
knows the victims observables. We vary the party’s size between 0.5% to 10% of
all documents and k ∈ {7, 14}. We tried a variety of summary statistics of the
observables, and report results for the most powerful statistic for each ML-problem

9 One can adapt PD-NMF to accomodate non-observed entries.
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Fig. 4. Learning-uplift for distributed versus local learning. Smaller parties gain more.
DP hurts.

(topic modeling on Enron data and recommender systems on MovieLens-1M).
Party Size RS p-value TM p-value

0.5% 0.45± 0.16 0.029± 0.02
3% 0.52± 0.20 0.044± 0.02
10% 0.48± 0.18 0.113± 0.07

Details can be found in the full version of this work. In practice, a p-value of 0.05
is sufficient to reject the null hypothesis that f (true) and g (simulator) have
different distributions.

Nugget: Privacy is preserved, even at small party sizes.

5.2 Privacy and Accuracy of PD-SVD

The results are qualitatively similar. PD-SVD is empirically private and gives
significant learning-uplift. We also demonstrate that noise based DP [HR13]
doesn’t work in classical SVD applications. Lastly, we highlight the privacy-value
of hiding Σk and only revealing Vk, a feature that distinguishes our work from
existing private SVD.

Learning Uplift & Inapplicability of DP. We apply SVD to PCA-
Regression ([Jol82]) on the Million Songs dataset [BMEWL11] and the Online
News Popularity dataset [FVC15], and Low Rank Approximation ([Mar11]) on
the 20NG [20n] and Enron [enr] text datasets (details are deferred to the full
version). Figure 4 reports %RMSE-uplift of prediction on held out test data
for the cooperative distributed Vk using PD-SVD versus a local model V (m)

k .
Importantly, in three of four experiments, differentially private SVD [HR13] with
parameters ε = 0.1, δ = 10−5 (generous parameters) yields worse cooperative
learning than local learning!

Nugget: PD-SVD gives significant learning-uplift versus local models. Partys
with more data gain less. On the other hand, differentially private SVD is DP an
unattractive choice for privacy-preserving M -party distributed learning.

Measured Privacy & Value in Hiding Σ. We use π-KSDP to measure
the privacy for a sample of 200 documents x, reporting p-values for the most
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For details of the statistics, we refer to the full version of this work. We also show
p-values for the MPC based secure but Σk-revealing SVD in [WKL+16,CLZ17].

Nugget: Privacy is preserved. Hiding Σk using PD-SVD adds significant value
over revealing Σk-revealing SVD.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a new framework for distributed machine learning, which strikes
a compromise between efficiency and privacy. On one end is full MPC which
is impractical but guarantees almost no information-leak. On the other end is
data sharing which also preserves learning outcome but loses all privacy. Our
approach is in between: modify the learning algorithm so that efficient lightweight
crypto (SecSum and NormedSecSum) can be used to control the information
leaked through only those few shared aggregate quantities. Then, measure the
information that is leaked.

We emphasized the learning outcome because there are significant performance
gains from learning on all the data as opposed to learning locally. Smaller parties
get more learning-uplift, but also risk losing more privacy. As with MPC, our
algorithms preserve the learning outcome, however additional information is
leaked through the aggregate outputs shared by SecSum and NormedSecSum.
KSDP empirically estimates the privacy leak, which is small for PD-NMF and
PD-SVD on large databases. It may be of independent interest that KSDP can
also measure the privacy loss from the output of an MPC.

Tools that put the learning outcome first, and measure privacy against
pre-defined post-processing functions are useful. Organizations can define post-
processing methods for which they want privacy to hold. Legislation such as the
GDPR describes post-processing methods, against which data must be secure.

Future research includes other empirical methods for estimating privacy,
automated ways to build discriminative statistics, and a complete optimized
library of elementary MPC protocols for machine learning.
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